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1. Introduction
The Online-S3 project has developed an e-policy platform, including a set of applications and online
services, able to assist national and regional authorities in the EU to elaborate their Smart Specialisation
agenda. In this regard, the platform leverages existing methodologies, initiatives and tools developed by
the EC for the RIS3 strategy and augment them with further developments, serving to strengthen the
regional authorities’ capacity to reveal and develop knowledge-based policies. In other words, the project
investigates, develops and tests new and innovative technologies, tools and services which are in line with
the methodological steps proposed by the European Commission, and have been more thoroughly
specified in WP1.
The Online-S3 Platform and the accompanied services constitute an online mechanism for policy advice,
integrated within a well-defined, commonly accepted and broadly used methodological framework for
regional policy (RIS3 Guide). Data and sources of information which are included in the platform, are in
some cases collected from institutional websites, online databases, social networks data, web analytics,
content management systems, measurement scoreboards, focus groups, and other online mechanisms
supporting the development of such knowledge-based capacities. Taken together, these elements and
architecture of integration offers online a broad set of essential services (tools, methodologies and
roadmaps) to assist throughout the elaboration, implementation, and evaluation of Smart Specialisation
policies.
The Online-S3 applications, presented in detail in D4.1, have been tested in real world environment
through a set of 4 pilot projects, with the cooperation of the regional organisations involved in the RIS3
strategy. The testing process aimed to assess the quality, regarding the conceptual and the technical
requirements of the applications, providing at the same time feedback for their improvement. This
deliverable aims on presenting the new version of the applications, illustrating the new features and any
bug fixes that have been included in V2.0.
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2. Online-S3 applications V2.0
This section aims to provide all the additional features and the bug fixes that have been made for the V2.0
of the application hosted on the Online-S3 Platform.
Application 1.1: RIS3 Vision Sharing

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Aalto

Mona Roman

mona.roman@aalto.fi

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
● Replaces the work of a dedicated communications officer (to some extent) by providing
templates for clear and visually impactful communications/dissemination materials.
● Does it need to provide more guidance on how to formulate the vision in the first place?
● There is no guidance on effective communications strategy - ie: how to respond to the
needs and expectations of the stakeholders you are trying to persuade/reach in your
context. Accepted.
Region of Northern Netherlands
● I do not see this application as an app, just more as a platform of templates of how to set
up an invitation. Accepted.
Other partners
Intelspace: Isidoros Passas:
● In
the
application
http://visiongraphics.s3platform.eu/application.html
“Extra material on RIS3” could include and title and a short description about the
document that will be opened Accepted.
● A short description about the Invitation templates and Vision Templates could be
included. It is proposed to show how are differentiated, so the user have a hint which one
to download Accepted.
EFIS: Elina Griniece:
● The functionalities of 1.1 are elementary, yet the guidance on the process of vision sharing
could be useful information for regions. In particular, if it includes good practice cases as
inspiration. Infographics are increasingly used in communication of the vision, but
generally this material is not done by authorities themselves. The main question is thus
who is the target audience for using the templates? If regions wanted to develop catchy
infographics, I assume they would procure external services from graphic designers,
rather than tinkered with existing applications themselves. Pilots of course can assess this
5
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issue much better. Current suggestion is to move this information to guidance section of
the platform. Not feasible
● The text in about page should be checked for alignment of contents, fonts and language.
Accepted
EFIS: Bloembergen:
● Perhaps it would be nicer to have the template pop up in the screen when clicking on the
button, instead of immediately downloading the file. Every time you open the template,
the document is automatically downloaded again. It would be nicer if the template was
just opened on the web page. Not Feasible.
● Unification of the design/look the with previous apps (2.1, 2.2. 2.3) with regards to
about/guide Accepted
● Use cases would be helpful Accepted
● One invitation template and one vision template would be enough, as they are quite
similar. The first ones look more official; they could also be combined. Not Feasible.
● The main problem is that the pilots’ have their own material regarding their
communication around RIS3 and don’t need to use these templates. Therefore, this
particular tool would be better if it was an easy app stakeholders could use to create more
infographic material; instead of predefined texts and formats. Not Feasible.
AUTH:
● The whole quadruple helix can use it
● It should be more web based Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• Added in related documents two real examples of RIS3 communication material and
description
of
overall
communication
strategy
– a dedicated web site for communicating RIS3 and its progress (Helsinki-Uusimaa,
Finland)
– a brochure for communicating RIS3 of (Lapland, Finland)
- Information of how to perform communication strategy as a whole
• Made the text shorter in “About” page. Emphasized that our templates act as flyers for
only two purposes – invite RIS3 stakeholders to participate in RIS3 events/workshops etc.
and to communicate RIS3 vision of the region. Added information on “Scenario Building”
tool as a tool to support vision development
• Modified the title “Extra material to RIS3” to “General information on RIS3” in Access the
application page
• Fixed styling to match existing applications
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Application 1.2: Stakeholder engagement

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Aalto

Henrik Aarnio
Henrik.aarnio@aalto.fi

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
● No back-click function Accepted
● Not clear what a ‘region’ is Accepted
● Not user-friendly. Too much assumed knowledge Accepted
● Unclear where you are supposed to get a region key from Accepted
Region of Northern Netherlands
● The app does not work. Not Feasible, it does work
Other partners
Gulyas:
● In order to add priorities, it would be clearer if instead of ’Subject’ the text read ’Name of priority
area’ and the ’Comment’ text would be changed to ’Description’. This would distinguish these
boxes from the comment boxes. Accepted
● Once a priority is set up, there should be a possibility to edit or delete the name and/or description
Accepted
● For initial suggestions, a subject field can be useful, however, for replying to comments, a subject
field is unnecessary. Not Feasible
● It would also be good to be able to collapse and open threads organized under subjects. Accepted
● When voting, after clicking up/down a couple of times on different comments, sometimes more
votes were added/taken. For example, a comment standing on 0 would go to 2 votes after
pressing ’up’ once. Also, as a single user, sometimes I was able to vote more than once on the
same comment. Accepted
● The ‘sort by’ feature should look more like a button, so it is clear that it can be adjusted. Accepted
● It would be nice to add some design elements to better separate the different comments from
each other. At the moment it is not entirely clear which ‘reply’ and ‘delete’ button belongs to
which comment. Accepted
Bloembergen:
● After creating an account (register) was able to log in and access the app
● It is nicely transparent, although a little work on design (e.g. guide) is needed Accepted
● Wasn’t able to check it properly – no invitation key for joining the area, but was able to create a
new one Accepted
● App’s design needs an improvement Accepted
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WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
1) The guide and about page were clarified to more clearly describe the application and terminology
and how the invitation keys work
2) Collapsing threads was implemented.
3) Sort by feature styles adjusted
4) More space was added between comments to make them stand out more
Additional issues
1) Voting logic bugs fixed.
Application 1.3: Debate at a glance

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Aalto

Mona Roman
mona.roman@aalto.fi

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
Other partners
Gulyas:
● They are both useful to bring to the users’ attention, the descriptions are helpful.
● Should be displayed as online guidance.
Bloembergen:
● Had to login on an external webpage and make a new account, for both Discuto and Debategraph.
I find Debategraph is not looking very attractive and seems to be hard to use. Though both links
are easy to access. In order to test this app, the pilots should offer a common id and a password
for discuto and debategraph. In this way people can access these external websites quicker. If
they want to use the tool later they can make their own account afterwards. Having to login again
and even make complete new account may be a hurdle Not Feasible
● Under ‘access to application’ the title ‘links’ should be changed into another title, such as “Online
Tools for Debate at a Glance”. Accepted
● The logo of both softwares could be added on the application page, just before the links. It makes
the page look a bit more attractive. Not Feasible
● Explanation on the platform is clear and well structured.

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
The title links on the “Access to applications” page was changed.
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Application 1.4: Legal & Administrativeframework

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Innova Integra Ltd.

Marco Tiemann
marco.tiemann@innovaintegra.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland), Region of Central Macedonia, Region of Northern Netherlands
•

•

Content presented in version 1 of the application is of limited use, as users of the application are
usually familiar with the topics presented; the guide should either be rewritten and expanded.
Accepted
ESIF Implementation Dataset was not clearly identified in the browser and should be corrected.
Accepted

Other partners
•
•
•

EFIS: This application should be merged with 5.4 State Aid. Not Feasible
AUTH: Application content should be expanded and restructured. Accepted
FELLNHOFER: A search function over the page and referenced sources should be implemented.
Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
The content of the application was completely rewritten and restructured in order to improve the
usefulness of the information presented as a response to the feedback from municipal partner
organisations. The changes greatly expand the amount of information available to users of the application
within the context of the target domain of the application. Changes to the application were also reflected
in the web content that has been produced alongside it (documentation and references).
Additional issues
In addition to the major changes described above, some issues have been identified and addressed for
this application release:
• Identification and correction of a bug where the interactive menu system of the app did not work
as intended with Firefox web browsers.
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Application 2.1: Regional assets mapping

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Intelspace

Elvira Galanaki
elvira@intelspace.eu

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
S1. However the report has a bug in it that means reports are pre-populated with information on German
regions. This needs to be fixed. – Accepted
S2. Not clear on benefits - Not Feasible
S3. Data limited - Not Feasible
S5. List of regions is not user-friendly - could they be first grouped by country, then by region? - Not
Feasible
S6. Could be explained a bit better on the website - overcomplicated terminology – Accepted
S7. By adding more options for visualization tools. - Not Feasible
S8. Relevant terminology is important – Accepted
S9. Very convenient and great access to information, but how to standardize methods/is there
information about how the data was collected? – Accepted
S10. Exporting graphs to word doc - graph didn't show up in demo – Accepted
S11. Images in expert report cannot be displayed. – Accepted
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S12. The graph gives you Berlin as DE *code* and the graph image should indicate Berlin not the key of
the code. - Not Feasible
S13. Could the system identify NUTS with similar demographics to allow users to compare regions? - Not
Feasible
S14. Add a map of Europese, so you can choose a country or region - Not Feasible
S15. Data on law, crime, internet traffic would all be useful. - Not Feasible
S16. Initial data generation did not show up on certain programmes (Mac Google Chrome). – Accepted
S17. Graph axes should be labelled - it's hard to understand the measurement; – Accepted
S18. Where is energy and climate hiding? - Not Feasible
Region of Central Macedonia
M1. The information has to do with NUTS2, we are asking for data having to do with NUTS1 and NUTS3. Not Feasible
M2. Blue button for regional assets mapping did not appear on Safari-Mae. - Accepted
M3. When comparing for instance two regions (benchmarking) there is no average inbox or comparison
with the iam within. – Accepted
M4. There is a problem with horizontal bars (scrolling) with Macos Sierra. – Accepted
M5. I prefer to have data from NUTS3 level - Not Feasible
M6. Perhaps a more detailed user guide of how to make the most of the application to compare data. –
Accepted
M7. In every "choose regions...." etc please insert a button with instructions & information. Every
information which is already registered, show its source like Eurostat 2016". – Accepted
Μ8. An automatic updating of the data should be taken in consideration. – Not Feasible
Μ10. Τhe tool is useful but the content is poor and needs enrichment by other sources - Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands
N1. The guide makes it harder to understand the entire app. Its an overload of information. – Accepted
N2. The extra login is unnecessary - Not Feasible
Ν3. Difficult to select more regions. NUTS-levels do not correspond with regions in the Northern
Netherlands - Not Feasible
Ν4. In the (horizontal) scrolling of the overviews the names of the regions disappear. - Not Feasible
Ν5. I have hesitations about the quality of the data. When I looked up employment in high-tech sectors
(% of total employment), this turned out to be 100% every year for all three provinces. That’s not true.
- Not Feasible
N6. Would like to know the data sources – Accepted
N7. Data is not accurate. For example, in the Netherlands people need to work until they're 67 (not 64). Not Feasible
N8. Not a lot of explanation, so it becomes unclear what you are doing. – Accepted
N9. Could be a useful app for certain people, but how often is it updated? Is the information recent? –
Accepted
N10. A multiple selection of regions in the same list would be desirable. Now you have to open the menu
each time and look for each region you want to add to the quest. - Not Feasible
N11. Not a fan of having to register for a lot of websites/apps in order to be able to use the tool. I have
already signed up for the tool, why do I then have to sign up for other things as well? - Not Feasible
N12. How up to date is this information? Where does this information come from? – Accepted
Ν13. Unlogical to start with the oldest numbers available - Not Feasible
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WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
S6. Could be explained a bit better on the website - overcomplicated terminology + M6. Perhaps a more
detailed user guide of how to make the most of the application to compare data + N1. The guide makes
it harder to understand the entire app. It’s an overload of information. + S8. Relevant terminology is
important
The user guide has been enriched with more images and better explanations of the available
functionalities. Specific instructions on how to compare regional data or proceed with more
benchmarking calculations have been included. Moreover, all report functions are thoroughly explained
so that the user makes the most of this part of the application (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Step-by-step tutorial
N8. Not a lot of explanation, so it becomes unclear what you are doing.
A step-by-step popup tutorial with detailed instructions on how to use the application is now available
before the user begins his analysis (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Step-by-step tutorial
N6. Would like to know the data sources + N9. Could be a useful app for certain people, but how often
is it updated? Is the information recent? + N12. How up to date is this information? Where does this
information come from?
A catalogue with all variables grouped by category is provided in xls format by clicking the Download
button in the variable section. The data source and data regency are available for each variable. (Fig.3).
The data source is also indicated under the regional data obtained (Fig.4).

Figure 3: Variables List
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Figure 4: Data source indication
S10. Exporting graphs to word doc - graph didn't show up in demo - S11. Images in expert report
cannot be displayed
Corrected

Figure 5a: Export report bug - Version 1
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Figure 5b: Export report bug corrected - Version 2
S16. Initial data generation did not show up on certain programmes (Mac Google Chrome)
Corrected
M2. Blue button for regional assets mapping did not appear on Safari-Mae.
Corrected
M3. Connection with benchmarking app
Instructions on how to continue the regional benchmarking process with more specific calculations in
the Benchmarking App (2.4) are provided in the user guide (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: User guide instructions for Benchmarking
M4. There is a problem with horizontal bars (scrolling) with Macos Sierra.
Corrected
M7. In every "choose regions...." etc please insert a button with instructions & information. Every
information which is already registered, show its source like Eurostat 2016".
A tooltip with specific instructions on how to filter the regional data is located in the filter section (Fig.7).
More detailed information about data sources is provided either by downloading the variables catalogue
or as an indication in the results section of the application.

Figure 7: Tooltip with instructions
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S17. Graph axes should be labelled - it's hard to understand the measurement;
The measurement unit when available is shown under the title of the graph (Fig.8)

Figure 8: Measurement unit in graphs
Additional issues
1. When the ‘Group by region’ option is selected, there is a bug in the order of variables in the bar
chart generated (Fig.9a) Corrected (Fig.9b)

Figure 9a: Bar chart bug corrected
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2. Bar graph doesn’t show negative values
Corrected (Fig 10a-b)

Figure 10a: Negative values missing in bar chart

Figure 10a: Negative values missing in bar chart corrected
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3. Line chart doesn’t show negative values
Corrected (Fig 11a-b)

Figure 11a: Negative values missing in line chart
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Figure 11b: Negative values missing in line chart corrected
4. ‘Select All’ button created
A Select All button that gives the user the opportunity to select variables all at once has been
inserted (Fig.12).

Figure
12: Select All variables option
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5. Delete option in preview report
A delete option has been implemented enabling the removal of a table or chart from the report
(Fig.13).

Figure 13: Delete option in report preview
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6. Charts don’t show up in report preview in Microsoft Edge (Fig.14).
Corrected

Figure 14: Graphs in preview report in Edge
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7. Exporting graphs does not work in Internet Explorer
It is not technically feasible to export graphs in internet explorer. A message has been added to
inform the user so as that they use a different browser for this functionality (Fig.15).

Figure 15: Info message for browser incompatibility
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8. Some small graphical bugs have been corrected (Fig.16a-b).

Figure 16a: Graphical bug – Version 1

Figure 16b: Graphical bug – Version 2
9. Opening About/Docs/Guide/ in new tab doesn’t work.
Corrected
10. Database transactions haven been applied to keep the database consistent and ensure correct
recovery from failures.
11. Temporary files generated during the creation of the report had not been deleted from the file
server.
Corrected.
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Application 2.2: Research infrastructure mapping

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH

Ilias Dimitriadis
ilias.dimitriadis@gmail.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)

● Lack of data
● Poor data Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands

● It is very annoying that parts of the google maps frame cover bits of information when in
its normal website form. The same goes for the fact that you also can not read the bottom
part of the white information boxes because of it being limited to the screen of google
maps. Also that you sometimes can not close the whitebox when it is just normal screen.
Accepted.
● The text which pops up when clicking on one of the research institutions could be smaller.
Accepted.
Region of Central Macedonia

● Lack of data Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• Modified the About page of the application. Contains some more info on the data and a
more comprehensive content.
• All the information included in the box after clicking on the marker is now visible. The user
just needs to press the button in the red rectangle to get the full view of the map and
context (Figure 1). After clicking on the box presented above, you can see the whole text
(Figure 2)
• Font size is now smaller.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

Application 2.3: Clusters, incubators & innovation ecosystems

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH

Ilias Dimitriadis
ilias.dimitriadis@gmail.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)

● Why have an app for just three links
● Too much info and not a clear pathway or guide to how it can help Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands

• This app is not customer-friendly or convenient to use. Not Feasible
● It is a flood over information Not Feasible
Region of Central Macedonia

● Need for data update Not Feasible
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Region of Galicia
• Sharing Points to know more about steps Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• This application is supposed to be inter-linked with already existing applications. The
guides that have been provided in the website are a short description of those already
existing applications. Official guides regarding these applications are not available. Most
of the comments refer to the design and functionalities of the inter-linked applications
where we have no modification access.
Application 2.4: Benchmarking

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Intelspace

Galanaki Elvira
elvira@intelspace.eu

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
S1. Not integrated with any data sources? - Not Feasible
S2. It's not obvious to the user that the 'test data' is on your computer. Diagrams / reports don't come up
when you ask it to generate them using the test data - there seems to be a bug. – Accepted
S3. I think this can be improved. – Accepted
Region of Central Macedonia
M1. Without more data the tool has limited use - Not Feasible
M2. Some more directions for the users, in order to facilitate the utilization of the data (e.g. indicative
ratios that could be used as benchmarks). – Accepted
Region of Northern Netherlands
N1. Fastidious to have to upload data, if the data would be inserted in the app the use would be easier. Not Feasible
N2. Couldn't figure out how to select a reference region – Accepted
N3. Serious analysis not possible. - Not Feasible
N4. Provide on the homepage that you can use this app combined with app 2.1. Provide benefits. –
Accepted
N5. Difficult to use – Accepted
N6. It would be better if this Benchmarking app were to be integrated into app 2.1. - Not Feasible
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WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
based on feedback from pilots and other partners
What’s new in Version 2.0 of the application, based on the feedback received from the pilots and other
partners. In all cases please provide a screenshot, indicating the implemented change.
S2. It's not obvious to the user that the 'test data' is on your computer.
A step-by-step popup tutorial has been created with detailed instructions on how to use the application.
In the final step instructions on how to use the example data are provided (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Step-by-step tutorial
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S3. I think this can be improved.
Several enhancements have been made on the user interface including the colours, font styling and user
controls. The first section of the app, before and after the changes, is presented below as an example (Fig.
2a-b):

Figure 2a: User interface – Version 1

Figure 2b: User interface – Version 2
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M2. Some more directions for the users, in order to facilitate the utilization of the data (e.g. indicative
ratios that could be used as benchmarks)
A case study example is now provided to help the user understand the benchmarking process and how to
select input data for his analysis. (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Case study example
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N2. Couldn't figure out how to select a reference region
Instructions on how to select a reference region have been included in all user guide components (user
guide, popup tutorial, tooltips, and error messages) (Fig. 4)

Figure 4: Reference region instruction
N4. Provide on the homepage that you can use this app combined with app 2.1. Provide benefits.
How to use the Benchmarking App combined with app 2.1 is described in the user guide and the case
study example (Fig. 5). Instructions on how to continue the regional assets mapping analysis with further
benchmarking calculations is provided in the user guide of App 2.1 as well.
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Figure 5: User guide
N5. Difficult to use
A step-by-step popup tutorial with detailed instructions on how to use the app has been created (activated
with the ‘Access to application’ link/button). Moreover, tooltips are now available in each section of the
app to help the user get extra info while working on his benchmarking exercise . The case study example
provided is another helpful feature for the user of the app. Finally, the user guide has been enriched with
more detailed instructions and printscreens (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Tooltips available in each section
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Additional issues
Additional issues/functionalities that have been added and are not part of pilots’ feedback. Bugs that
have been fixed for Version 2.0 (bullet points). In all cases please provide a screenshot, indicating the
implemented change.
1. The quartiles table annex was missing from the png image exported. Corrected (Fig. 7)

Figure 7: Annex to downloaded image
2. Extra validations in data input.
Comprehensive messages on input validations have been added (Fig. 8)

Figure 7: Input validations
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3. Export of report
To simplify the export report process, the preview step has been replaced by an extra section where
the user can write his comments related to his benchmarking exercise to be included in his final report,

Figure 8: Report comments
4. Opening About/Docs/Guide/ in new tab doesn’t work. Corrected
5. Database transactions haven been used to keep the database consistent and ensure correct
recovery from failures.
6. Temporary files generated during the creation of the report had not been deleted from the file
server. Corrected
Application 2.5: Regional scientific production profile

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH

Ilias Dimitriadis
ilias.dimitriadis@gmail.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)

● Only uses data from one Source - Scopus - which means the data is not as robust or rich
as it could be.
● Useful if you have a Scopus login or account, otherwise not useful at all. Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands

•
•

Fastidious to have to upload data, if the data would be inserted in the app the use would
be easier.
The website Scopus does not provide easy access to certain data, which makes this app a
little bit inconvenient to use. Not Feasible
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Region of Central Macedonia

● It would be easier if there was a way to extract data from scopus directly
● Incomplete data Not Feasible
Region of Galicia
• It could be great to access this application in the Galician language Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• The main problem with this application is the source of data and the access to this source
(Scopus). Bibliographic data are not open; thus, Scopus is the only source that can provide
a rather simplified structure of the data. Access to Scopus is available by using an
academic account. Regions should cooperate with the universities or other academic
institutes to gain access and download all the data required to perform this analysis.
• We have added info boxes which describe the use of each application, as required by
other partners in the project (see Figure 1)

Figure 3
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Application 2.6: Specialisation indexes

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH

Ilias Dimitriadis
ilias.dimitriadis@gmail.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)

● Would be good if the data was available within the app. Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands

•
•
•

The app is hard to understand even with the steps provided, it could be explained a lot
better. Accepted
Technological Specialisation Index: nice overview, but one has to be familiar with the RTA
index to fully understand the result. Accepted
Technological specialisation index ready to use and to be visualised; but data needs to be
inserted for other section. Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• The document guide of the application has been re-written and revised totally. All the
indicators and the processes used to extract the specialisation indexes are properly
described.
• The RTA-index (Technological specialisation) now comes with a proper description and
shows exactly what the results is. The units used are properly presented and the data
visualization has been updated accordingly (Figure 1)
• The Specialisation index also now provides a detailed description of what it presents and
how the results are calculated. (Figure 2)
• The Economic Specialisation Index now has a template included in order to let the user
work offline as well. Version 1 of the application did not provide the option of uploading
your data. The user had to fill in the data while online. (Figure 3). Moreover, Test data are
available, in order to demonstrate how the user should fill in the required data.
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Figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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Application 2.7: SWOT analysis

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Innova Integra Ltd.

Marco Tiemann
marco.tiemann@innovaintegra.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
•
•
•

Application is useful but does not provide good guidance to users who are not familiar with SWOT
Analysis, so it should be made more accessible. (Accepted)
Unclear why there are so many different SWOT tables to complete. (Accepted)
Advanced features of the app relative to paper-based SWOT should be highlighted to users
(Accepted)

Region of Central Macedonia
•

It would be useful to be able to import and export data to/from the app to other OnlineS3 apps.
(Accepted)

Region of Northern Netherlands
•
•

The application should be as simple to use as possible. (Accepted)
Data format for loading/saving is not clear. (Accepted)

Other partners
•

FELLNHOFER: The should actively keep me on track concerning progress. (Not Feasible)

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
In response to feedback from the pilot partners, changes have been made to the application in terms of
the accessibility and complexity of the application:
•
•
•
•
•

A simplified SWOT analysis model with a simplified model has been implemented,
A wizard has been added in order to guide users through the creation of a SWOT analysis,
Loading and saving SWOT analysis items has been simplified,
A new launch page has been added in order to present the different access options for the app to
users.
The first time a user accesses the app, she is presented with a short introductory walkthrough to
highlight the different functionalities of the app.
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Additional issues
In addition to issues responding to direct feedback from pilot user partners, some developments planned
for version 2 of the app have been implemented:
•
•
•
•

SWOT analyses can now be shared with other users of the OnlineS3 platform (via a sharing link
usually sent via email) and can be edited collaboratively,
Changes to the user interface have been made in order to identify ownership and access levels to
SWOT analyses (i.e. “analyses created by a user vs. analyses shared with the user by another user).
Aesthetic changes to the overall presentation of the app have been made throughout in order to
improve the user experience.
A SWOT tutorial has been added.

Some bugs have been identified and corrected:
•
•
•

Misleading text in the app documentation has been corrected to reflect the current version of the
app;
Buttons in the “Advanced SWOT Analysis” mode could remain inactive under certain conditions,
this has been resolved;
Menu items are no longer being displayed when outputting PDF documents via the export
function;

An issue where not all SWOT analyses for a user were shown under certain circumstances has been
resolved.
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Application 3.1: Collaborative vision building

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Innova Integra Ltd.

Marco Tiemann
marco.tiemann@innovaintegra.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• Wording of the application is confusing and should be clarified, in particular by replacing
“developer jargon” terms with clearer vocabulary. (Accepted)
• The layout of the app should be improved. (Accepted)
Region of Central Macedonia
• Would be useful to be able to find collaborative vision building sessions by browsing through
regions. (Accepted)
• Unclear whether users would be willing to participate in public collaborative vision building
sessions. (Accepted)
Region of Northern Netherlands
• Not clear how to use this app, should be explained better and the purpose should be clarified for
new users. (Accepted)

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
Two types of changes have been implemented for version 2 of this app. First, overall usability
improvements have been implemented in order to enable users to more easily pick up the app and use it.
This includes changes to the overall app layout, improvements to the language used throughout the app
and introducing a step-by-step walkthrough for creating new collaborative vision building sessions.
Second, the app has been restructured and improved in order to support both public and private
collaborative vision building sessions. Users can now join private, non-advertised collaborative vision
building sessions using an invitation email link that will add a collaborative vision building session to the
list of those that is made available to her in the user interface.
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Additional issues
Filtering by region has been added to the collaborative vision building user interface in order to enable
users to quickly find collaborative vision building sessions happening in their regions.
A tutorial for first-time users of the Collaborative Vision Building app has been added.
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A number of bugs have been identified and addressed for this app:
• PDF output creation cut off some of the text when longer text input was entered, this now no
longer occurs.
• The search function would not search collaborative vision building session descriptions to return
results, which it does now;
• An explicit function for leaving collaborative vision building sessions has been added.
Application 3.2: Scenario building

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Aalto

Mona Roman
mona.roman@aalto.fi

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
Other partners
Griniece:
● The guidelines on scenario building are elaborate and comprehensive. It now also includes
references to other apps that may feed into this work, thanks for that. The appropriatedness of
the developed templates to RIS3 process can be put to pilot assessment.
● Small changes to make: download button of guidelines should follow a uniform format, so please
change “Application guide PDF” to “Download Guide” (see e.g 2.1) Accepted
Bloembergen:
● Guidelines and options between different scenarios are way too extensive and even the same.
● Scenario Building process template, Scenario building template do not open when clicking the
link. Accepted
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●

“About” section: describes 5 steps but the circular graph under it presents only 3 steps:
brings confusion (although both elements are the part of official document “EU guidelines”).
● “Related documents” section: Upload the missing documents/ Accepted
● Design: the PDF guide is not a template and is presented in the same icon as the templates, maybe
it could be inserted before the templates and presented in a different manner. Accepted
● Template could be classified by colour accordingly to the 3 elements (or 5 steps) presented in the
“About” section/ Not Feasible
● How to collect the templates afterwards? How to use the findings?
● Tool
to
share
the
documents
like
in
the
app
o 2.7 could be useful to insert in each template Not Feasible
● When clicking on ‘Access to the Application’, you find seven blocks/buttons. The first, ‘Application
Guide’, might not belong on this page as it is not part of the actual app. It is better in the ‘about’
or ‘guide’ section. Accepted
● When clicking on ‘Access to the Application’, you find seven blocks/buttons. They all work, except
for ‘Impact analysis template’. When you click on this one, you need to login. If you click on login,
it doesn’t respond. Not Feasible, login does work
● The app has an extensive ‘about’-page and three guides. This might have a deterring effect, as it
seems like a lot to read and like it is a quite complex app/tool. However, it’s not as difficult to
understand as it might come across, so it could be simplified. Accepted
● The content of the templates is something so elaborate that can’t really be done by one
stakeholder alone – it asks for a large array of collaborating stakeholders together. This app would
best be tested and filled in a workshop.
● “About” page – I know that Access to Application is in yellow due to emphasize it, but I would
suggest to e.g. underline page you are on (e.g. About, Guide etc) as it is confusing when looking
at the header and it looks like I am on Access to Application page all the time – just a thought
(applies to all apps) Accepted
● the unified formatting for all of the apps highly recommended
● GUIDE: clearly structured according to the guide, but… too long and each step in the guide should
be linked to the either PEST Analysis (pdf) or Impact Analysis to be able to see what the guide is
talking abou
suggestions: Guidance for step 1:
● Trends and Uncertainties – What is the difference?, Understanding uncertainties with wildcards
and weak signals, Gathering the data => ok
● Using
PEST
to
map
uncertainties
and
trends:
– doesn’t need to show the print screen of PEST analysis
Accepted
– just a link PEST Analysis to pdf file, writable pdf file (NOT NEEDED TO DOWNLOAD IT –as it should
be user friendly) with the note “please, save it to your computer when you want it use it further
Not Feasible, depends on browser, not the application. Chrome already does this– in PEST
Analysis pdf file, every section (i.e. Political factors, enviro factors, social etc.) should have the
description written in the table related to it – i.e in grey and being able to delete it when wants
to
write
his/her
own/regional
i.e.
political
uncertainties
(see
below)
– no further explanation in the guide needed
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Guidance for step 2/Impact Analysis:
● Login needed Accepted
● When reading Guide needed to go back and forth between guide and access to application be
able to understand what the guide is talkin about… might be easier to provide the “sample” in the
guide and the legend to the real Impact Analysis (i.e. uncertainity – scale 0-10 where 0 means…
10 means… ; impact detto) Not Feasible, already covered
● When finishing the Impact Analysis, the circles of important trends, important uncertainties and
insignificant should show up somehow to be able to identify those more easily
Guidance for step 3-5/Scenario Building:
● Same applies as for step 1 – writable pdf file would help
● Plus, if stored somewhere in the previous step, it should be able to fill out some sections
automatically Accepted, the last link, “scenario building process template” does this
● ACCESS TO APPLICATION PAGE: – Application guide PDF apparently doesn’t belong there

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
1) Shorten the text in about page (this to avoid different numbers of steps). We have now 5 steps
and 5 templates covering the whole scenario building process. The sixth template “Scenario
building process” covers all these 5 templates, and if the texts are filled in that template, they go
automatically to the next template avoiding the manual work of transferring them individually
(except for impact analyses tool).
2) Added three examples of real scenario work in related documents. One is the recent EU scenario
work (where you can also use to identify relevant trends and uncertainties). The two others are
done in relation to regional RIS3 work – in Helsinki-Uusimaa, Finland and Lapland, Finland.
3) Added in PEST-template also trends and uncertainties identified in Helsinki-Uusimaa scenario
work, these the regions can used as the examples of trends and uncertainties to start working on
defined their own regional trends and uncertainties.
4) Fixed templates that didn’t open
5) Guide displayed in different color

Application 3.3: Delphi – Foresight

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Aalto

Mona Roman
mona.roman@aalto.fi

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
● Too specific for audience that we are targeting Not Feasible
● Should it be integrated with 3.2? Seems to be the same kind of tool Not Feasible
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● Too many log-ins Not Feasible
● Broken link on main page Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands
Here you include the comments received from Northern Netherlands (bullet points)
● it would be better if everything REALLY was in English....
● The server of the application does not work.
Other partners
Griniece:
● Believe the full functionality and suitability of eDelphi external app can only be tested in action by
pilots. The description is clear and comprehensive. Thanks for that. Support the fact that this is a
separate application to 3.2. Some regions will not choose the full scenario building exercise and
may run just separate eDelphi surveys. The tool can also be used in priority setting phase.
Bloembergen:
● Extra log-in required for this external tool – maybe provide a common one.
● When you click on the button to go to the app, edelphi.org is standard in Finnish instead of English.
Even when you click on ‘English’ the main body of the text stays Finnish.
Not Feasible, Finnish part is just newsfeed. Unfortunately seems impossible to go straight to
English
● Good explanatory guide on the platform.
● If stakeholders provide feedback through the questionnaire, is this feedback on the S3-platform
or feedback on the Delphi-website?
● Before starting to form a Delphi survey, it is necessary to conduct desktop research in order to
understand what are the existing trends and uncertainties related to the political, economic,
social and technological development in the region (e.g. using the PEST analysis template of 3.2.
Scenario building application or collectively using 1.3. Debate at a glance application) => previous
action needed
Application 4.1: EDP Focus Groups

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH, URENIO

Panagiotis Tsarchopoulos
patsar@auth.gr

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• Feels like you are trying to do too much. It would be valuable though if lots of people start using
this tool. Accepted
• Too many options, go for basic view, the advanced or main areas then see more. Accepted
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•

The focus of the app should not be on the logistics of organising a meeting, but more on why a
focus group would be useful, how does one successfully select the right people etc. Not
applicable: The app supports both the logistics of the meetings as well as the presentation of the
results. Moreover, focus groups participants have access to the outcomes of focus groups
organised in other regions.
• I don't think you should share confidential information on a public platform. There can be privacy
issues. Not applicable: The focus groups outcomes are not confidential but public information.
• Bad name - not intuitive. Accepted
• EDP name not very clear. Accepted
• The name is confusing. Accepted
• Call this "focus group organiser". Accepted
Region of Northern Netherlands
• Regions - the alpha list isn't very usable e.g. looked like "Eastern Scotland" appears under
Lincolnshire. Not applicable: In the app "Eastern Scotland" appears above “Lincolnshire”.
• Will Eventbrite still be legal in UK after changes to data protection. Accepted
Other partners
• Better navigation. Accepted
• Enrich database. Not applicable: The database with EDP focus groups outcomes will populate by
the users as they use the tool to support their EDP focus groups.

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
Two main improvements resulted from the feedback from the pilots and the other partners:
A) The application’s main page with the options for the users was redesigned in order to be clearer and
straight-forward regarding how someone can use the application.
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Figure 7 – Application’s main page before the redesign

Figure 8 – Application’s main page after the redesign
B) The full term “Entrepreneurial Discovery Process” was placed next to its abbreviation (EDP) in the
title of the application, as well as in the heading of the homepage. This helps those who are unfamiliar
with the term “EDP” to understand the purpose of the tool.
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Figure 9 – Application’s title and heading before the redesign

Figure 10 – Application’s title and heading after the redesign
Regarding Eventbrite, it is very popular in Europe for organising events. The platform has managed to be
compliant with the new GDPR legislation.
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Additional issues
The application’s core components (i.e. WordPress and plugins) were updated several times during the
creation of version 2.0. Sometimes the installation of a new version of a core component required changes
to the code of the application to function properly.
The following table summarises the updates between version 1.0 and 2.0 of the application. It presents
the initial and the current version of each component, as well as the number of intermediate updates.
Component
WordPress
Auth0 Login
wpDiscuz
Multi Rating Pro
Toolset Layouts
Toolset Types
Toolset Views
Relevanssi – A Better Search

Version 1
4.8
3.2.22
4.0.7
5.3.0
2.0
2.2.12
2.4
3.5.10

Version 2
4.9.6 (13 updates)
3.6.1 (9 updates)
5.1.2 (24 updates)
5.5 (8 updates)
2.3.1 (13 updates)
3.0.1 (16 updates)
2.6 (17 updates)
4.0.10.1 (21 updates)

Application 4.2: Extroversion analysis

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH

Ilias Dimitriadis
ilias.dimitriadis@gmail.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
Region of Northern Netherlands
• Data interpretation is not that easy when you use the tool for the first time. Not Feasible
• This is not an app, only a redirecting platform. Not Feasible
Region of Galicia
• It would be great if the app would have a big range of years, not only 2000, 2005 and 2010.
Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• This application is based on already developed tools and applications. Since we do not
have any access on modifying them we cannot actually proceed with further
improvements.
• We have added the official guide to the Trade Tool.
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Application 4.3: Related variety analysis

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH

Ilias Dimitriadis
ilias.dimitriadis@gmail.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
Region of Northern Netherlands
• The regions could be identified in the search bar and the user would click directly on a region
without typing it Accepted

•

Please clarify abbreviations. Accepted

Region of Central Macedonia
• Details on graphs should appear at first sight Accepted
• State the source of information so we can use it as a reinforcement Accepted
• There is no agriculture section. Not Feasible
Region of Galicia
• The app doesn't allow the comparison between regions. Not Feasible
• The indicators are not well explained. Accepted
• It's important to know the source of data because it's not clear in the app. Accepted

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• The application’s guide has been totally revised and re-written. The guide now offers a
thorough explanation of the data used to extract the new indicators as well as the
formulas used to extract them.
• The regions are now presented in a dropdown list where the user just needs to select the
region of interest (Figure 1)
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Figure 11

• Once the user places the mouse pointer over an area, he/she gets a description of the
functionality. The red and blue info boxes have been revised accordingly. The labels on
top of the circles have been re-placed in order to avoid overlapping. The definitions of
each circle has also been revised accordingly (Figure 2)
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Figure 12

• The whole database that supports this application has been revised and updated,
following the instructions provided by EFIS. Further information are included in the
updated guide of the application.
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Application 5.1: Intervention logic

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Intelspace

Galanaki Elvira
elvira@intelspace.eu

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
S1. Because this tool includes setting indicators, should it come at the end of section 5, rather than at
the beginning? - Not Feasible
S2. Pretty specialist language, tool etc - as with some other tools in the Online S3 platform, it does
require the user to be, or to get, familiar with the language and process of smart specialisation in
order to be comfortable using it. – Accepted
S3. The purposes of the application and terms used should be better explained. – Accepted
S4. The colour/font of subheadings look antiquated and unprofessional – Accepted
S5. Seems unfinished. – Accepted
S6. Could be polished into something "shinier" and more user friendly. – Accepted
S7. Not clear what the app does. – Accepted
S8. Description in audio-visual format at beginning in order to make less text heavy. - Not Feasible
S9. Perhaps jargon could be reduced further to make it more accessible– Accepted
S10. Enter delete is counter-intuitive – Accepted
S11. The window that pops for instruction is good, but this app cannot be used separately from the
others (because one doesn’t know all the terms). – Accepted
S12. Change that it deletes everything when you press enter – Accepted
S13. If this is open for all, may want to consider using less technical wording or have the guide be more
accessible (simplify the explanations). Have more diagrammatic tools/visualisations for the
explanations – Accepted
S14. Having a different format, modular matrix as an additional view (rather than simply drop-down
menus) this would make it more accessible. - Not Feasible
S15. Search function would be very helpful to navigate the words. - Not Feasible
S16. No ability to translate to national languages. - Not Feasible
S17. Can't add any other objectives or investment priorities manually. Also can't combine them. - Not
Feasible
S18. Too many acronyms – Accepted
Region of Galicia
G1. It only allows to download png files (which is not the most usual format for images) - Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands
N1. Maybe it is also a good idea to combine this app with 1.3, so it is easier for stakeholders to share
their overall strategy flow. App 1.3 should than be a little bit adjusted. - Not Feasible
N2. The input for the first part of the tool is fixed and leaves no room for other investment priorities,
therefore the tool is not applicable in other contexts. – Accepted
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WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
S3. The purposes of the application and terms used should be better explained. + S7. Not clear what
the app does. + S13. If this is open for all, may want to consider using less technical wording or have
the guide be more accessible (simplify the explanations). Have more diagrammatic
tools/visualisations for the explanations. + S2. Pretty specialist language, tool etc - as with some other
tools in the Online S3 platform, it does require the user to be, or to get, familiar with the language and
process of smart specialisation in order to be comfortable using it. + S9. Perhaps jargon could be
reduced further to make it more accessible + S18. Too many acronyms
The user guide has been enriched with more printscreens and better explanations of the available
functionalities. Besides, links to the applications related to each phase have been included in the popup
tutorial and the tooltips of the app. In this way, it is easier for the user of the app to collect the data he
wants to include in the intervention logic diagram (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: User guidance
S4. The colour/font of subheadings look antiquated and unprofessional + S6. Could be polished into
something "shinier" and more user friendly.
Small enhancements in the look and feel of the app have been made for it to become more professional
and user friendly. Moreover, some minor visual bugs have been corrected, as depicted in the image.
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Figure 2a: Interface bugs - Version 1

Figure 2b: Interface bugs - Version 2
S10. Enter delete is counter-intuitive + S12. Change that it deletes everything when you press enter
Fixed.
Now pressing enter when the cursor is inside New Item input causes the content to be inserted into the
list of content items (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Enter delete corrected
N2. The input for the first part of the tool is fixed and leaves no room for other investment priorities,
therefore the tool is not applicable in other contexts.
The app gives the user the opportunity to create more than one investment priorities and store them in
his priorities catalogue. Illustrative instructions regarding this part of the app have been added to the
user guide and to the popup tutorial as well (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Manage priorities
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Additional issues
1. Error in intervention logic diagram image.
Fixed.
When text inserted in logic diagram blocks exceeded line width, the structure of the diagram in the
image generated was altered (Fig). The bug was fixed by wrapping the text inside blocks (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Export diagram error fixed
2. Delete priority option
A delete option has been created enabling the removal of a priority from users’ priorities catalogue (Fig.
6).
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Figure 6: Delete priority option
3. Opening About/Docs/Guide/ in new tab doesn’t work.
Corrected
4. Database transactions haven been applied to keep the database consistent and ensure correct
recovery from failures.
Application 5.2: Action plan co-design

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH, URENIO

Panagiotis Tsarchopoulos
patsar@auth.gr

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• You need to register first - I don't think many people will do this, so it limits the application.
Inclusive tool - not accessible to all stakeholders. Not applicable: The application doesn’t
registration to rate or comment an action. It requires registration in order to add an action plan.
So only the regional authority has to create an account while the stakeholders are free to
participate without registration.
• Need to get rid of any jargon. Accepted
Region of Northern Netherlands
• Not easy to understand for individuals. Accepted
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•

•

How can I rate a region's action plan or leave a comment? provide more information. Not
applicable: The application includes a guide (http://actionplan.s3platform.eu/users-guide/),
which is also available as a pdf file. The guide presents in detail the processes of adding a new
action plan and rating or commenting the actions of an existing action plan.
There are not any options to leave a comment or to rate a plan using the 5-star rating scale. Not
applicable: The application allows users to leave comments on actions and rate the comments of
other users. Moreover, users can approve or not an action and rate it (using a 5-star rating scale)
according to the following five criteria: (a) How complete do you consider the description of the
action, (b) How effective do you consider the action, (c) How popular do you consider the action
(d) How innovative do you consider the action and (e) How mature do you consider the action.

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
The application’s user guide was improved to be more explanatory. The language was improved.
Additional issues
The application’s core components (i.e. WordPress and plugins) were updated several times during the
creation of version 2.0. Sometimes the installation of a new version of a core component required changes
to the code of the application to function properly.
The following table summarises the updates between version 1.0 and 2.0 of the application. It presents
the initial and the current version of each component, as well as the number of intermediate updates.
Component
WordPress
Auth0 Login
Toolset Layouts
Toolset Types
Toolset Views

Version 1
4.8
3.2.22
2.0
2.2.12
2.4

Version 2
4.9.6 (13 updates)
3.6.1 (9 updates)
2.3.1 (13 updates)
3.0.1 (16 updates)
2.6 (17 updates)

Application 5.3: Budgeting

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Intelspace

Elvira Galanaki
elvira@intelspace.eu

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
S1. I didn't know what they were trying to do. Confusing, esp. for someone who is not familiar e.g.: with
NUTS categorization. - Accepted
Region of Central Macedonia
M1. Requires a lot of classified data - Not Feasible
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Region of Galicia
G1. Galiza is a linguistic bridge between Portugal and Spain because our own language (galician
language) is one of the linguistic varieties of Portuguese language world-wide. Also we are a fluent
speakers in Castillian language (Spanish). So it could be great to access to this application in own our
language. - Not Feasible
Region of Northern Netherlands
N1. It maintains a standardized and rather traditional format which is not applicable to all regions. - Not
Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
What’s new in Version 2.0 of the application, based on the feedback received from the pilots and other
partners. In all cases please provide a screenshot, indicating the implemented change.
S1. I didn't know what they were trying to do. Confusing, esp. for someone who is not familiar e.g.:
with NUTS categorization.
Some additional explanations have been added to the tutorial, user guide and tooltips (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Guide changes
Additional issues
Additional issues/functionalities that have been added and are not part of pilots’ feedback. Bugs that
have been fixed for Version 2.0 (bullet points). In all cases please provide a screenshot, indicating the
implemented change.
1. Validation on input values
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Figure 2: Input validations
2. Benchmarking bar chart replaced by stacked bar chart
In the Benchmarking phase, typical bar chart, where the bars are displayed side-by-side, has been
replaced by a stacked bar chart where planned, committed and spent values are placed inside each
other, to make the comparison among values clearer.
The option to download the graph in png format is now available. The user can click the Download
Image button located at the bottom of the graph and download the image locally (Fig. 3a-b).

Figure 3a: Benchmarking Chart – Version 1
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Figure 3a: Benchmarking Chart – Version 2
3. Benchmarking filters
Budget type section has been removed from Benchmarking filters, as all types (planned, committed
and spent value) are depicted in the graph all at once. Moreover, the way of selecting the
benchmarking year has been changed. Instead of choosing the year from a dropdown list, the user
now selects a box with the desired year to display (Fig. 4a-b).

Figure 4a: Benchmarking Filters – Version 1
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Figure 4b: Benchmarking Filters – Version 2
4. ‘All selected’ label in Data Analysis filters
In the Filter section of Data Analysis phase, the default placeholder value has been changed to ‘All
selected’ with the number of dropdown options in parentheses, as displayed in the printscreen (Fig.
5).

Figure 5: Analysis Filters
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5. Db error occurs when no results are obtained in Data Analysis stage
Corrected (Fig. 6a-b).

Figure 6a: Data Analysis DB error – Version 1

Figure 6b: Analysis Filters DB error corrected – Version 2
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6. Opening About/Docs/Guide/ in new tab doesn’t work.
Corrected
7. Database transactions haven been used to keep the database consistent and ensure correct
recovery from failures.
Application 5.4: State-aid law compliance for RIS3 implementation

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH, URENIO

Panagiotis Tsarchopoulos
patsar@auth.gr

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• When clicking "contact", "analytics", "support" and the other footers, it just brings you back to
the top of the current page (the links are broken). Accepted
• Extremely relevant for policy maker, could be made more in to an app. Aid in making more
immediately user friendly. Not applicable: The application follows the style guide of the OnlineS3
Platform.
• Useful to see coherent overview of resources. Not applicable: An overview of the resources is
available in the application’s main page (http://stateaid.s3platform.eu/application/)
• Maybe too late in progress to first be seeing legal resources. Accepted: The available roadmaps
in the OnlineS3 Platform provide alternative routes.
• Like maybe have pictures of what we will see when we click on a link, so we know what we will
see. Not Feasible
• Good that all information is in one place, but there might be too much information – could benefit
from better organising the information. Not applicable: The information is organised in 9 sections.
• Add interactive check list that you can check off. Not Feasible
• Can rethink now the tabs are categorised. Not Feasible
• Add a search function perhaps so no non-policy maker stakeholders can more easily find the
resources they are looking for. Not Feasible: The resources exist on external sites
• Have a prompt when you hover across a link to show what you are clicking onto. Not Feasible
• Allow people to rate tools so individuals can access the most popular, user friendly ones. Not
Feasible
• Huge potential to make it flexible. Add things for business/academia. Not Feasible
• Maybe make tick boxes or more interactive rather than just reading. Not Feasible: It requires the
user to log in, which will introduce a barrier to the usage of the application.
• Well set out. Perhaps link those who are engaging with the programme to upload their details to
network further. Not Feasible: It requires the user to log in, which will introduce a barrier to the
usage of the application. Moreover, it will put an extra effort into administrators as he should
check the uploaded documents.
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Region of Northern Netherlands
• This is not an app, just an online platform with information divided in different topics. Not
applicable
• Not up to date. Not applicable. The information is updated regularly.

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
The broken links in the footer were updated.
Additional issues
The application’s core components (i.e. WordPress and plugins) were updated several times during the
creation of version 2.0. Sometimes the installation of a new version of a core component required changes
to the code of the application to function properly.
The following table summarises the updates between version 1.0 and 2.0 of the application. It presents
the initial and the current version of each component, as well as the number of intermediate updates.
Component
WordPress
Toolset Layouts
Toolset Types
Toolset Views

Version 1
4.8
2.0
2.2.12
2.4

Version 2
4.9.6 (13 updates)
2.3.1 (13 updates)
3.0.1 (16 updates)
2.6 (17 updates)

Application 5.5: Calls consultation

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Innova Integra Ltd.

Marco Tiemann
marco.tiemann@innovaintegra.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• This looks like a general-purpose discussion forum and it is not clear what the specific
purpose of the app is, which should be clarified. (Accepted)
Region of Central Macedonia
• It would be useful to enable private discussions on this forum for stakeholders who would
not want to discuss issues on a publicly accessible board. (Accepted)
Region of Northern Netherlands
• This should be populated with relevant project data as far as possible in order to clarify
what should be discussed here. (Accepted)
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Other partners
• AUTH: The app should apply the same action plan format as has been used in the app 5.2
Action Plan Co-Design (Accepted)
• AUTH: The data used should come from the SF Operational Programme data as far as
possible. (Accepted)
• FELLNHOFER: The discussion needs to be moderated to ensure fairness/protect from
abuse. (Not Feasible)

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
The app has been significantly reworked in order to make it more useful to stakeholders. The
format in which calls are presented for consultation has been updated to correspond with the
format used in the app 5.2 Action Plan Co-Design. All relevant other functionalities and user
interface elements of the app have been adapted to reflect these changes and present the
relevant data to users.

Additional data sources for periodic data import via the system backend have been implemented in order
to populate the calls database from existing data sources where relevant.
The user interface of the app has been redesigned in order to adapt it to the modified call data format,
and relevant subcategories for discussion topics have been added in order to guide discussions along
relevant question topics for the different phases relevant to a call.
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Discussions can be carried out in each of these subcategories; participants can up- and down-vote
comments to reflect the importance of the comment or to signal agreement/disagreement.
Text information on each of the phases and the relevant questions has been added to the app, and links
to further information on the OS3 Platform have been added.
Users can now create private discussions and invite other users via a share key that can be communicated
e.g. via email. Only users with a share key can access discussions marked as private upon creation.

Additional issues
Users can opt in to receive digest information on recent posts on topics in a forum they are interested in
as a regular (e.g. daily) email newsletter. The overall layout of the app has been revised in order to improve
the user experience.
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Application 5.6: Innovation maps

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Innova Integra Ltd.

Marco Tiemann
marco.tiemann@innovaintegra.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• Data requirements for the system are unclear, an example should be provided. (Accepted)
• A step-by-step guide for using the application would make it easier to use. (Accepted)
• The app should give users the option to use NUS codes instead of names where appropriate.
(Accepted)
Other partners
• EFIS: data for Innovation Maps are available from GtR and Tekes; they should be included as part
of the app. (Accepted)
• EFIS: Visualisation issues and bugs should be addressed, in particular in the innovation maps
visualization. (Accepted)
• FELLNHOFER: The app should be localised into local languages (Not Feasible)
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WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
The application has been redesigned in several key areas.
The overall long and feel of the app has been changed completely. It is now a single page app with three
main processing steps, through which the user can step at will using a top navigation element. Data is now
retained between steps also when moving back and forth between individual processing steps. The
visualization in the final processing step of the app has been completely revised and expanded.
The app now offers both a template spreadsheet document and a demonstration spreadsheet document
in suitable file formats, where the demonstration spreadsheet contains example data for testing and
learning how to use the app. Example data from GtR and Tekes have been included into the app and can
be selected as the data to use from within the app.
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The app menu has been reworked and expanded to include additional features. Users can now switch
name visualisations between names in local spelling, English language spelling and NUS codes. NUTS Level
0 to 3 location data has been added to the app, and users can switch between them. The app will attempt
to automatically map input data to available NUTS location data where possible and will visually highlight
data for which no matching NUTS entry could be found during importation.
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Additional issues
A number of minor features have been added and issues have been resolved:
• The app is now implemented as a “single page app” in which users can transparently change
between the individual processing steps without losing any data when trying to return to a
previous step in the processing procedure.
• Display bugs in the visualization section have been identified and resolved.
• The user guide has been expanded to better explain the available system features.
• App interactive features have been renamed in order to clarify their functions.
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Application 5.7: Open data tool

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Innova Integra Ltd.

Marco Tiemann
marco.tiemann@innovaintegra.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• The app should clearly identify what is being searched in order to avoid users having to search
resources separately. (Accepted)
• A visual display of the available data (e.g. map display) would be useful. (Accepted)
Region of Central Macedonia
• It would be helpful to be able to search using NUTS codes or names. (Accepted)
Other partners
• EFIS: The tools should include additional data sources where possible, in particular EFIS data.
(Accepted)
• FELLNHOFER: Unclear what information is available in the tool (Accepted)

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
A new access modality has been added to the app so that users can explore data using a map display
(based on NUTS data and lead partners in projects). Users can browse the zoomable map to find projects
referenced by location.
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Users can now search using NUTS region names and codes in addition to other search field criteria.
Imported data has been modified to support search by funding scheme and NUTS region.

ESIF data have been added to the database as an additional data source. All functionalities of the app are
extended to cover both data sources used by the app. ESIF project data are displayed in a similar fashion
to H2020 project data wherever possible and also integrated on browse views including the browsable
map display.
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Additional issues
A comparative search feature has been added so that users can search and company data from different
regions. Results are displayed via GANTT charts.
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Additional visualization functionalities have been added to calculate and visualize the distribution of
funding between regions.
The system was modified to automatically map to NABS and OECD classification codes for activities.
A number of bugs has been identified and resolved:
• A bug in the bookmarking system where users would under certain circumstances not be able to
remove a bookmark for a project has been resolved;
• An issue where map displays would be zoomed out too far from project organisation locations
has been resolved;
• Several cosmetic issues with the bubble map visualisation have been resolved;
• A method to escape from full screen views has been added.
Application 6.1: Monitoring

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

INTELSPACE

Isidoros A. Passas
iapassas@intelspace.eu

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
Error message: “Application is under maintenance. We apologise for this inconvenience.
For technical reasons you are not able to use the application right now.”
Other partners
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There is a different access application button on this application, that might be confusing. Accepted /
Resolved
The app has a lot of tools, which is hard to understand even with the guide
Could be connected to other apps; e.g. for the budget dashboard: insert a link to app 5.3 Not Feasible.
It seems quite user-friendly. It’s easy to see the logic and structure of the app, as you go step-by-step
through the different types of monitoring.
I can’t get past the ‘Output indicators’ to ‘Budget Dashboard’… If I click on Save & Continue is just keeps
on loading but nothing happens. If I click on the buttons on top of the page, it does work. Accepted /
Resolved
The app provides a summary/overview of all the other apps within the monitoring phase. You need to fill
those apps with content first, before you can use this app.
The regions to choose from are inefficient for us; our RIS3 works per region (‘Northern Netherlands’, NL1,
NUTS 1-level) and not per province (Groningen/Friesland/Drenthe, NL11/NL12/NL13, NUTS 2-level). This
is reflected in other apps/tools in the platform as well. Not Feasible
In the about section there are a few text errors:
1.
Title “Benefits to key actors and stakeholders (was stake holders)” Accepted / Resolved
2.
“One of the main benefits” Accepted / Resolved
3.
The expiration message: “For security reasons your session has been expired” or rather “Your
session has expired for security reasons.” Accepted / Resolved
4.
In
the
table
Stakeholders
satisfaction
dashboard:
Import data directly from the surveys of the beneficiaries and ‘end-users’ of public policies
implemented through Online S3 Platform app? Accepted / Resolved
5.
There seems to be a bug mentioned by SNN above – where we can’t pass from ‘Output
indicators’ to ‘Budget Dashboard’, by clicking save and continue. Accepted / Resolved

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
All the bugs / issues have been addressed. The application URL is the following
https://monitoring.s3platform.eu/onlines3_monitoring/about.php
Users can access the application by either clicking on “Access to application” or the “Sign In” button?
In the App 6.1 Monitoring v2.0 version the following changes have been made
Non-section related improvements /fixes:
• The “Consolidated report” PDF is produced according the specs, including all sections
• The “Consolidated report” PDF button is working properly in each step
• When the report is completed (i.e. all sections are submitted), when users click in the process
chart the consolidated report image, the second menu appears with all steps.
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•
•

The Guide has been improved and included the new visualisations from “Balance scorecard”
The About page has been modified

Budget dashboard
• Users can upload the outcome of App 5.3 Budgeting XLS file directly
• Users can group budget data per measure
• Each target completion chart can be downloaded separately
• “Data analysis” question descriptive text has been deleted
User Satisfaction
• After conducting a Beneficiaries and end users’ satisfaction online survey, users can upload the
outcome of App 6.4 file directly
• “Data analysis” question descriptive text has been deleted
Balance scorecard
• After setting goals in App 6.3 Balanced scorecard, users can download as JSON file the data from
App 6.3 and upload them to this section
• When “Balance scorecard” section is selected the “Consolidated report” tab is not also highlighted
• After uploading the Balance scorecard JSON the charts are drawn immediately
A new feature has been added in the application.
•
•

•

The charts can be appended directly to the comments text areas of the sections: Output
indicators; Budget dashboard; User satisfaction; Balance Scorecard
To append a chart in the text areas users can click the “Append” link and the chart is uploaded to
the server in a directory where each user can store it own charts and following is appended to the
respective text area.
The Guide has been updated to the latest version
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Figure 13 RIS3 Monitoring report
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Figure 14 RIS3 Monitoring Output indicators
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Figure 15 RIS3 Monitoring: User satisfaction
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Figure 16 RIS3 Monitoring: Balance scorecard
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Figure 17 RIS3 Monitoring: Balance scorecard Table of indicators

Additional issues
Additional issues/functionalities that have been added and are not part of pilots’ feedback. Bugs that have
been fixed for Version 2.0 (bullet points). In all cases please provide a screenshot, indicating the
implemented change.
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Application 6.2: Output and result indicators

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

INTELSPACE

Isidoros A. Passas
iapassas@intelspace.eu

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
Wouldn’t let me log in – error message: “Authenticating you as a user to the application 6.2 Definition of
output & result indicators” Accepted / Resolved
Other partners
Thematic objectives and investments priorities are not saved: for the first step “challenges”, after
selecting the thematic objectives and after clicking “save and continue”, user is redirected on the “actions”
page where thematic objectives have not been saved. Accepted / Resolved
Need to click on the “refresh” button (circular arrows) to see that an action has been deleted: could be
done without having to click on the button.
Inaccessible at the moment.
Useful for policymakers with the following user data: Accepted / Resolved
Can’t expect a stakeholder to read a 24-page guide: it will scare them off. Accepted / Resolved
This app is very technical and only relevant to the organization responsible for the RIS3.
Content
Like with the intervention logic App, Cohesion Policy logic and RIS-logic seems to be mixed up.
Choosing thematic objectives, investment priorities not relevant for RIS Not Feasible
It seems that geographical regions are limited to provinces (NUTS2) rather than a region (NUTS) (for
example: in the Netherlands you can’t choose the Northern Netherlands, but you have to choose between
Groningen, Friesland and Drenthe – which all have the same RIS3). Not Feasible
Important that geographical level of indicators coincide with geographical level of RIS Accepted /
Resolved
Guide is under finalization for the time you may only download its PDF version – doesn’t work (6.6.2017)
the app requires a lot of knowledge to be able to fill it out – only the limited number of users will be able
to use it Accepted / Resolved
The app does not work. Accepted / Resolved
"The ""access to application"" button should be more obvious than nestled next to three ignorable links.
Accepted / Resolved
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The ""There are some errors in your form"" error appears when you try to save & continue without
informing you what the error is - I did not realise I had to press ""update action"" Accepted / Resolved
Furthermore, when you fix the error the error message does not go away. Accepted / Resolved
The alert ""please use alpha numeric characters"" pop up does not disappear when you click the X.
Accepted / Resolved
Not entirely sure what I'm supposed to be doing overall (especially in the Output Indicators, Result
Indicators or Data Analysis sections) but I'm not a high-level executive so I understand it is not my
language."
Colors etc. look to boring on the pages
"Equally good for all other above sectors.
Good general advice.
Could be improved by adding an example - applying it to something so people have something to refer it
back to/compare with."
Accepted / Resolved
Probably best to try and simplify it a bit (and highlight how it is useful and will make policy makers lives
easier)
"- stress centralisation function of platform
- why statistical analysis when programs already exist?
- how will policymakers be enticed to actually use this tool?
- bad name"
"- The website we used was full of acronyms - better to simplify
Accepted / Resolved
- shorter navigation to where you need to get to (maybe max 2 - 3 clicks) Not Feasible
- clear indications of WHY this is better than a standard pro forma - what benefits will it bring to busy user
who will resist new approaches?" Accepted / The guide makes the application use easier. The process /
method of defining output and result RIS3 indicators is quite complicated.
Well it is just a tool to create a strategy analytics, I don't think businesses are going to really use this app.
I guess most enterprises already did it in a more professional layout and not by themselves.
Not Feasible / The target users are regional experts on the design of RIS3 and not businesses
This application is designed for high level policy makers, and I do not have any policy experience. I found
it quite tricky to use, though I can see the utility for those it is designed for. Perhaps a video explanation
would increase its usability.
Is overall aim to standardise pathway or to offer tools to organisations that need them
"Cannot imagine how it could be useful!
Solution looking for a problem."
Unsure why a log-in is necessary
Not Feasible / Each user has access only to its own strategies
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"Output formatting lacks professional polish. Why is this better than a word processor?
Can the form be filled in as it goes along. Accepted / Yes
Can you trust the statistics program, why wouldn't you use Statais - not easier but would like to see an
option with just an outline on a Word doc to be filled in (Guidelines)
Not Feasible / The statistics can be drawn only if they are stored in a RDBMS and shared between the
users
"Getting this application was more difficult that I would want to use
List of countries should be listed alphabetically Accepted / Resolved

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
Application 6.2 Analytics of output & result indicators Updates on V2
Non section related improvements /fixes<
• The process map has been revised
• PDF per section has been improved
• PDF complete report has been improved
• MSWORD complete report has been improved
Data Analysis
Correlation analysis: The error handling procedures have been improved. Specific errors appear to help
the user choose different combinations
The guide of the Application 6.2 Analytics of output & result indicators has been updated.
In the latest version of the Application 6.2 the following major modification has been implemented.
In the first step “Challenges Definition” the user should define if wants to share each Strategy Analytics
with the App 6.2 ONLINE S3 Community. The “App 6.2 ONLINE S3 Community” includes all Strategy
Analytics from other regions that are shared and available to be taken into consideration while performing
Correlation and Regression Analysis.
The sharing of each report is anonymously. If the report is not shared with the “App 6.2 ONLINE S3
Community” the Correlation and Regression Analysis cannot be performed.
Further improvements on the user interface of the application have been also implemented.
The Guide has been updated to Version 3.1
A new feature has been added in the application.
The charts can be appended to the text area “Description of data analysis results” directly. By clicking
“Append” the chart is uploaded to the server in a directory where each user can store it own charts.
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Figure 18 Analytics of Output & results indicators the process
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Figure 19 Definition of challenges
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Figure 20 Definition of actions
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Figure 21 Output indicator data
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Figure 22 Result indicator data
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Figure 23 Output indicators used in the strategy
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Figure 24 Output indicators used in the strategy per thematic objective
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Figure 25 Output indicators used in the strategy per investment priority
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Figure 26 Output indicators used in the strategy per action
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Figure 27 Output indicators used in the strategy per measures
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Figure 28 Definition of result indicators
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Figure 29 Definition of result indicators related to actions
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Figure 30 Definition of result indicators non related to actions
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Figure 31 Data analysis Output indicators bar chart
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Figure 32 Data analysis Output indicators line chart
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Figure 33 Data analysis Result indicators bar chart
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Figure 34 Data analysis result indicators line chart
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Figure 35 Correlation analysis
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Figure 36 Regression analysis
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Additional issues
Could be useful to have interactive tutorials while I work on it. Accepted / Resolved
I think a simpler / clearer name - indicating what it does
Maybe put the application in broad groups - lead the buttons for each application (keeping it simple and
brief), minimise number of clicks" Accepted / The proposed roadmaps will include the application
Application 6.3: Innovation maps

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Innova Integra Ltd.

Marco Tiemann
marco.tiemann@innovaintegra.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
•
•

It should be clarified which features can only be accessed when a user is logged in. (Accepted)
Wording could be improved to be more specific to the application scenario. (Accepted)

Region of Central Macedonia
•

Adding the option to collaborate on a scorecard would be useful. (Accepted)

Region of Northern Netherlands
•
•

A tutorial should be added for users who are not familiar with Balanced Scorecard methodologies.
(Accepted)
It is not clear whether fields for actual values and target values are compared with each other.
(Accepted)

other partners
•
•
•

FELLNHOFER: The should actively keep me on track concerning progress. (Not feasible)
FELLNHOFER: Provide steps to go through the app. (Accepted)
FELLNHOFER: App should handle numerical values and highlight difference between target and
current value. (Accepted)

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
Functionalities to jointly edit Balanced Scorecards have been added to the application. Users can now
share “share IDs” with other users, who can enter these IDs to the system to gain editing access to the
referenced Balanced Scorecard.
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Wording of functionalities has been clarified in order to improve the usability of the app. SWOT elements
have been renamed in order to adapt them better to the application domain. An introductory walkthrough
has been added to the app so that users are guided through the app when they launch it for the first time.

Additional issues
Some issues with version 1 of the app have been addressed:
• Display bugs related to the PDF rendering of Balanced Scorecard output have been addressed and
corrected.
• Functionalities which only work for logged-in users are now marked as inactive until a user logs
in;
• Identified and addressed a bug in the load/save functionality when the default Balanced
Scorecard name is not changed.
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Application 6.4: Beneficiaries and end-users’ satisfaction online survey

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

Aalto

Antti Heliste
Antti.heliste@aalto.fi

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
ECCI (Scotland)
• It works but the questionnaire is poorly worded – starts form a position of assumed knowledge
and references ‘RIS3’ even though most people won’t know what this means – and apart from
this it just points you to pre-existing tools which people already know about. Accepted
• Quality too poor – reputational risk.
• Easy to use but seems to be no added value beyond providing some template survey questions
(which would save a bit of time) and pointing people to pre-existing tools such as Survey Monkey,
which
are
also
easy
to
use.
It's more guidance than an application.
Region of Northern Netherlands
• This app is not an app but just an platform with some links companies can use to create a survey.
There are more links and softwares companies could use.
Other partners
Alasdair:
• I am unable to access the link to the survey form http://www.s3platform.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/05/end_user_survey_2017_05_22.docx so I can see whether the revised
survey template is improved as Mona suggests in her previous post.
Accepted
• We link to four survey platforms but not to the European Commission’s platform – which might
be most appropriate (neutral, free, etc.) https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/home/welcome
Not Feasible, it is not very flexible and does not have that advanced features, so we did not want
to offer it as an option.
• Overall, this ‘app’ offers guidance, in which case both the guidance document
http://www.s3platform.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Guideline_Tool_end-user_2017-0511.pdf and the survey form need to be qualitatively improved and probably offer modular
questions that a user can select from to construct a survey adapted to their needs.
• For the survey, we do need to also think of language issues, there is zero chance of say Spanish or
Greek or Slovak regions getting a high response rate to a survey in English – so even if we had a
perfect online tool that users could use to run surveys it would need to be multi-lingual.
Overall, I would recommend integrating this survey tool (after improving content) into a guidance section
of the platform.
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WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• We have modified the questionnaire through taking away the definitions and refer to e.g. smart
specialisation instead of RIS3
• We have developed an example survey with SurveyMonkey. In this way, pilots and their
stakeholders can try the example survey and evaluate how they feel about answering it. The
example survey is not customized to any region – thus the priority areas are not specified and the
language is in English (see below the screenshot).

Application 6.5: Social media analysis

DEVELOPING PARTNER

CONTACT

AUTH

Ilias Dimitriadis
ilias.dimitriadis@gmail.com

COMMENTS FROM THE PILOTS & OTHER PARTNERS
Region of Northern Netherlands
• The app cannot be accessed/opened (error message) Accepted
Region of Galicia
• The app should be support Galician Language as well. Not Feasible

WHAT’S NEW? & BUG FIXES
Based on feedback from pilots and other partners
• The error message - app not working – has been resolved
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3. Template for D4.2
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